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The TRUMP Effect

By Skip Elmore

For the first time in our United States history, voters elected a president with no
government experience. He had never been a senator or a congressman. He had never been
a governor or even a cabinet secretary or military leader.
Many voters did this, I believe, because they’ve lost faith in two essential ingredients, the
competence and intentions of our governing class. Both political parties are involved in a
selfish, lobbyist driven, money and power grabbing agenda.
Our government is now taking nearly half of every dollar earned. Then they also try to boss
us around in all aspects of life. Yet they can’t deliver basic services.
Our working class, “the forgotten” have seen their wages stagnate while the four richest
counties in America are within the Washington Beltway. Go figure. Voters want the swamp
drained!!!
Donald Trump understood this degrading situation, and though he is very wealthy, many
thinking American voters knew he did not cause their dilemma. Some have labeled Trump
the ‘Blue collar Billionaire.’ I think they might have a point; do you?
His victory was brought on more as the effect of a national discontent; not its cause. The
multiplying failures and arrogance of the governing class is what created conditions that led
to the Trump victory.
Immigration is probably the best example of this. Our new President has broken ranks with
both parties on open amnesty. The Republicans want low cost labor to satisfy the lobbyists’
driven corporate payoffs. Democrats want to build a larger liberal voting base by promising
a welfare type security. Both parties have self serving motives opposed by many hard
working, tax paying voters.
As you may remember, before the last election campaigns began, Donald Trump denounced
the “Gang of Eight” bill which was passed by the Senate but killed by the House in 2013.
Two Republican presidential candidates who supported that bill didn’t win a single state
primary in the 2016 election. Hillary Clinton campaigned on mass immigration and no
deportations. Remember?
Many American voters understand why the United States is frequently referred to as an
“Exceptional” nation. It was founded on Judeo-Christian morals and ethics. Some of our
elite leaders do not know this. They think we’re describing ourselves as superior to others.
Simply stated, we’re one of only a very few of almost two hundred countries in the world
who recognize and trust in the wisdom and counsel of a loving God as the ultimate
authority rather than a selfish government.
Some of these elite politicians say American “Exceptionalism,” should mean we must not
make exceptions for anyone, even when their questionable qualifications for citizenship
should be carefully observed.
This globalist mindset isn’t just foreign to many American voters. No, it’s foreign to the
American political system our founding fathers established in our Declaration of
Independence and the United States Constitution. Be informed; in God we trust!!!
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